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Recently, methods enabling humans and Artificial Intelligent (AI) agents to collaborate towards improving the efficiency of Reinforce-
ment Learning - also called Collaborative Reinforcement Learning (CRL) - have been receiving increasing attention. In this paper,
we provide a long-term, in-depth survey, investigating human-AI collaborative methods based on both interactive reinforcement
learning algorithms and human-AI collaborative frameworks, between 2011 and 2020. We elucidate and discuss synergistic analysis
methods of both the growth of the field and the state-of-the-art; we suggest novel technical directions and new collaboration design
ideas. Specifically, we provide a new CRL classification taxonomy, as a systematic modelling tool for selecting and improving new
CRL designs. Furthermore, we propose generic CRL challenges providing the research community with a guide towards effective
implementation of human-AI collaboration. The aim is to empower researchers to develop more efficient and natural human-AI
collaborative methods that could utilise the different strengths of humans and AI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in recent years, the mainstream media has two opposing
views: AI will save the world or destroy it. AI is described as the ’saviour’ to free humans from labour, and it is also
described as the ’devil’ who takes away workers’ jobs [78]. Regardless of the viewpoint, it is clear that AI will play
an important role in the future world. John Searle proposed three stages of AI development, which include weak AI,
strong AI and super AI [58]. Due to the limitations of current technology, Searle believes that we are supposed to be
in the weak AI stage for a long time. That is, at this current stage, AI often performs much worse than humans in
highly complex decision-making tasks that require consideration of morality and risk, but much better in tasks with
well-specified feedback and large scale data. Therefore, the views of popular media are still too far away from our real
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not
made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components
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world. Exploring thus how to make humans and AI cooperate, to complement each other’s shortcomings, is the best
way forward for the immediate future.
Due to its strong potential and firm theoretical foundation, Reinforcement Learning (RL) has recently been regarded
as one of the most attractive research fields in AI technologies [61]. Compared with other AI technologies, reinforcement
learning is the most widely used algorithm in decision-making tasks [61]. Reinforcement learning mainly emphasises
the interactions between the agent and the environment. This is different from supervised learning and unsupervised
learning. In supervised learning, the algorithms learn the mapping relationship between input x and label y through a
set of corresponding data; and in unsupervised learning, algorithms learn features or patterns from unlabeled data for
categorisation [7]. In contrast, reinforcement learning is mainly manifested via "teacher signals". The reinforcement
signal provided by the environment is an assessment of the quality of the generated action by the agent (usually a
scalar signal), instead of telling the agent how to produce the correct action [56]. Its goal is to obtain information from
these interactions and learn the relationship between states and actions. The mapping guides the agent to make optimal
decisions based on these states towards maximising cumulative rewards [61]. From 1995, when Tesauro proposed
TD-Gammon to play backgammon [63], to 2016, when AlphaGo defeated a professional human GO Player, reinforcement
learning has made great progress [19]. Now, it has gradually been applied in fields such as games [37], robotics [35],
computer vision [7], natural language processing [8], and recommendation systems [54]. For example, the Open AI1
team proposed an interactive reinforcement learning method that uses human feedback to learn summarisation [59].
Another very recent project proposed by this team, GPT-3, has also made great achievements in the NLP field [8].
However, reinforcement learning also faces many challenges. On the one hand, the agent needs a lot of prior knowledge
to understand its state in a complex environment. On the other hand, even if the agent has been given well-specified
feedback, due to the inexplainability and incomprehensibility caused by the black-box nature of neural networks, it is
still insufficient for the agent to decide on the precise next action.
Therefore, at the moment, how humans and machines can cooperate and complement each other’s shortcomings
becomes particularly important. In this survey, we summarise the current interactive methods and put forward our
own views and suggestions. We reviewed classic human-machine interaction techniques in the field of engineering.
These techniques have had profound impacts on the development of the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) field. We
hope these techniques could inspire other researchers to develop novel human-AI collaborative methods in a more
consistent manner.
Showcasing the importance of the field, some recent good survey papers on Collaborative Reinforcement Learning
(Collaborative RL, or CRL) have appeared. These literature reviews have covered wide topics, such as CRL in general [2]
or specific subjects within the CRL field, such as safe RL [18], inverse RL [17], the explainable RL [52]. Other literature
reviews have focused on details of design methods, such as user feedback and testbeds of the environment [38].
However, none of these studies investigates the Human-AI collaboration from the engineering perspective. Further-
more, these studies do not consider proposing potential future directions for the development of human-AI collaboration,
especially from the engineering perspective. Thus, our survey is focusing on predicting the pattern of human-AI interaction
from the engineering perspective, which could provide implementers with a design method that combines archetypes in a
macro-view and specific tools in a micro-view [11]. Moreover, we provided a new classification method, as a systematic
modelling tool, which may provide researchers with the next stage research directions of human-AI collaborative
designs.
1The website of OpenAI: www.openai.com
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Therefore, the main contributions of this survey lie in the following aspects:
(1) First, we take stock and summarise the latest collaborative reinforcement learning algorithms, defining the
state-of-the-art at the start of this new decade.
(2) Second, we summarise the most important human-machine collaborative patterns from an engineering perspective,
which will provide better guidance for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers and practitioners.
(3) Third, we have provided a new CRL classification and CRL taxonomy as a systematic modelling tool to help
researchers select and improve new CRL designs.
(4) Fourth, we propose concrete generic CRL challenges for future research in this area, as a guild towards effective
human-AI collaboration.
2 METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE
In recent years, collaborative or interactive reinforcement learning has become an emerging branch of machine learning.
When performing a brief search on Google Scholar with the keywords ’interactive AI’, ’cooperation’, ’reinforcement
learning’, and ’HCI’ (Human-Computer Interaction) for the period from 2018 to 2021, we found that there are many
surveys or literature reviews published. For example, only between January 2020 and January 2021, Najar and Anis
published a literature review of reinforcement learning based on human advice [51]. Gomez and Randy published a
review of human-centered reinforcement learning [41]. Puiutta and Erick presented a literature review of explainable
reinforcement learning [52]. Arzate and Chirstian presented a survey on the design principles and open challenges of
interactive reinforcement learning [6]. Suran and Shweta presented a review on collective intelligence [60]. It can be
seen that this research direction is receiving more and more attention from the community. We consider that these
literature surveys have direct relevance for our work, as they seem to indicate that interactive reinforcement learning
and explainable reinforcement learning can potentially be applied to collaborative reinforcement learning.
Therefore, instead, we focus here on the unexplored area of works that have been successfully applied to collaboration
between human and machines (AI agents). We further refine our data pool, specifically narrowing the selection to the
following selected target areas: HCI, Human-AI Collaboration, Reinforcement Learning, Explainable AI, published
over the recent decade - the time period between 2011 and 2020. In total, our search resulted in 116 articles, which
contain keywords including collaborative reinforcement learning, interactive reinforcement learning, human-computer
interaction, and engineering design patterns. They were published in journals and conferences, including top venues such
as AAAI2, CHI3, UbiComp4, UIST5, IEEE6. In the next step, we excluded 47 articles deemed, after manual inspection, of
lower relevance, leaving 69 articles serving as the source of this survey. Although the interaction between humans
and AI (agents) is an emerging research direction, the research on the interaction between humans and computers
can be traced back long ago. Many patterns of human-computer interaction have been proposed by the community.
For example, in 1983, Hollnagel and Woods proposed the Cognitive Systems Engineering (CES) model [24]. Schmidt
et al. introduced a conceptual framework in 1991 that divided human-computer collaboration into an augmentative
level, an integrative level and a debative level [55]. Johnson et al. proposed a co-active design pattern in human-AI
joint activity in 2009 [29]. Among the above approaches, the framework proposed by Schmidt [55] is the most widely
2The website of AAAI: www.aaai.org/
3The website of CHI: chi2021.acm.org/
4The website of UbiComp: www.ubicomp.org/
5The website of UIST: uist.acm.org/
6The website of IEEE:www.ieee.org/
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Table 1. CRL Classification applied to the Pool of Papers about Collaborative RL, published between 2011-2020
Interactive Methods References
Explicit Methods [34], [45], [46], [66],[65],[34],[73], [12]
Interactive methods Implicit Methods [71], [50], [40], [16], [3], [20], [21], [47],[36], [75]
Multi-model Methods [53], [74],[27], [39],[23]
Reward-based methods [67], [34], [4],[3], [20], [21], [47]
Algorithmic models Policy-based Methods [22], [46], [5], [20], [21]
Value Function based methods [62], [42], [49], [57], [50]
Exploration-process methods [65], [64], [47], [36], [75], [28], [55]
Augmentative Level Cooperation [50], [1], [77], [70],[44],[48]
Design patterns Integrative Level Cooperation [28], [79], [69], [10], [9], [43], [55]
Debative Level Cooperation [55], [32], [26], [18], [15], [6], [5]
used in engineering and computer science. In this survey, we summarise the main interactive methods of cooperative
reinforcement learning.
In previous work, the article by Najar and Anis mainly targeted physical interaction between humans and AI from a
human perspective [51]. In the work of Arzate and Chirstian, more attention was paid to the algorithmic model of the
AI agent [6]. After reviewing the literature of human-machine interaction in traditional engineering, we found that the
interaction between humans and AI also conforms to these patterns. In particular, Schmidt’s model not only combines
the interactive methods and algorithmic models, but it also provides different design ideas according to different
human-AI collaborative levels [55]. Therefore, we used an inductive method to organise the literature we collected, and
proposed our new classification method inspired by the traditional engineering human-machine interaction research.
As a human-AI collaborative model usually involves two roles (human and AI) [31] and the collaboration patterns
between them, we divided the articles collected into three categories (see Figure 1). From a human perspective, we
focus on how humans interact with AI agents. This part is described in the Interactive Methods section. From an AI
agent perspective, we focus on how agents accept human instructions or suggestions in algorithm implementation. This
part is described in the section 4. From the perspective of collaboration patterns, we focus on how humans and AI can
collaborate. This part is described in the section 6. We define these three axes and populate them with representative
works from the literature, allowing us to discover, in a structured way, future development trends for CRL (see Table 1).
This taxonomy could be a systematic modelling tool for HCI researchers and designers from the DIS community to
select and improve their new CRL designs. AI system researchers and designers have two main tasks in recent years:
developing new interactive technologies and applying these technologies to specific scenarios [6]. When researchers
start designing an AI system, they could first select a collaborative model from a macro perspective in the Design
Patterns category. Then, they could select suitable interactive methods and algorithmic models for the specific task
requirement categories of the Interactive Methods and Algorithmic Models.
3 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning is developed from theories of animal learning and parameter disturbance adaptive control. Its
basic principle is: if a specific behaviour strategy of the agent leads to positive rewards (reinforcing signals) in the
environment, then the tendency of the agent to produce this kind of behaviour strategy will be intensified. The goal of
the agent is to find the optimal strategy for each discrete state, to maximise the expected discount rewards [61].
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Fig. 1. Human-AI Cooperation Design Model
Reinforcement learning is different from supervised learning, which is mainly manifested via "teacher signals". In
reinforcement learning, the reinforcement signal provided by the environment is an assessment of the quality of the
generated action by the agent (usually a scalar signal), instead of telling the agent how exactly to produce a correct
action. Since the external environment provides very little information, the agent must learn from its own experience.
This way, the agent gains knowledge in the environment by "one-by-one evaluation" of actions and improves the action
plan to achieve the optimal result. For example, when training a supervised learning model, a set of corresponding
data is required, including the input value 𝑥 and the correct output value 𝑦 [30]. However, reinforcement learning
does not require such a set of pairwise data to train the model. If the reward signal 𝑟 and the action 𝐴 were known,
the supervised learning algorithm could be used directly. It is not easy to enumerate all actions and corresponding
reward signals to train the model in real-world scenarios. Therefore, reinforcement learning is of great significance. In
a scene with limited discrete action space, such as a game of Go or Atari, reinforcement learning usually outperforms
supervised learning [1].
However, the development of reinforcement learning has encountered obstacles: current reinforcement learning
only works well when the environment is definite, i.e., the state of the environment is fully observable. Specifically, in
games such as Go, there are clear rules, and the action space is discrete and limited. Besides, most of the applications of
reinforcement learning so far are only for playing games such as chess and Atari. It is considered as an effective way to
use human’s prior knowledge to help reinforcement learning agents improve efficiency and expand usage scenarios.
This process requires efficient interactive methods.
Figure 2 presents the most commonly used and highly cited methods and patterns in the Collaborative RL research.
The first part collects interactive methods. It includes explicit and implicit interaction methods, as well as multi-module
interaction modes [6]. The second part reflects algorithms and models. It contains reward-based methods [4], value-
based methods [62], policy-based methods [22], and exploration-process-based methods [65]. The third part are design
patterns. These include cognitive systems engineering (CSE) [24], Bosch’s framework [68], the Coactive design pattern
[28] and Schmidt’s framework [79]. This taxonomy could be a systematic modelling tool for researchers to select and
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improve their new CRL designs. They could choose a archetype in design patterns for the overall architecture and select

















Fig. 2. A new CRL taxonomy for interactive methods and design patterns
4 INTERACTIVE METHODS
Traditional reinforcement learning methods require excessive training-time in complex environments, and their
applications are often limited to scenarios with clear rules. An effective way to mitigate these limitations is utilising
different strengths of human and AI and complementing each other’s shortcomings. This approach is coined as
Collaborative Reinforcement Learning (CRL). CRL involves human-in-the-loop training to improve the performance
of the algorithms or help humans improve decision-making efficiency [6]. Recent research into CRL has focused on
developing AI that can communicate with humans in a more natural way [6]. Interactive methods can be divided into
explicit and implicit methods. In an explicit method, humans provide the AI agents with clear numerical feedback,
explicitly. This method is better for AI agents, which can process the feedback more easily, but it is likely to cause
human fatigue and thus lead to inefficiency in a long-term training process. In an implicit method, humans give feedback
to AI agents through natural interactions such as posture and gaze, as opposed to clear numerical feedback in explicit
methods. This method makes higher demands from the AI agent, but it could improve the fatigue resistance of human
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trainers, thereby achieving long-term and stable cooperation [27]. Based on these considerations, in this section, we
present the human-AI interactions from the perspective of interactive methods.
4.1 Explicit Interactive Methods
Currently, most AI agents learn from the feedback delivered by humans using explicit interactive methods. Humans
deliver the feedback directly via keyboard, slider bar, or mouse, to give the agent clear alpha-numerical feedback [34],
[45], [46], [66]. For example, Thomaz and Breazeal proposed a method of sending feedback to the agent by clicking
on the sliding bar with the mouse [65]. Knox and Stone proposed the TAMER framework, where an agent can learn
from MDP and human advice, via a human trainer clicking the mouse to choose from the actions expected [34]. These
methods are more efficient than traditional reinforcement learning, and can also accomplish specific goals in complex
environments with human’s help.
However, the reaction time of human trainers may cause delayed feedback, so that the agent may not be sure which
actions the human feedback was aimed at, especially for agents with frequent actions. A common solution is to set a
delay parameter to express the past time-steps. Warnell et al. proposed a method to obtain the delay distributions of
the human trainers to improve algorithm efficiency [73]. Another method is to use a probability density function to
estimate the delay, which was proposed by Knox and Stone [33]. Moreover, these methods may be very unfriendly
to non-professional human trainers, who need to spend a lot of time to learn the user interface and the meaning of
feedback represented by each operation. At the same time, this kind of interactions may easily make the human trainers
feel impatient.
Human trainers can also provide explicit feedback to the agents via hardware delivery methods [12], which could be
generally converted into a numeric value directly by the hardware devices, such as keyboards. However, a user-friendlier
way is when the agent learns the implicit feedback from natural interactions with trainers.
4.2 Implicit Interactive Methods
Besides receiving feedback via explicit interactive methods from human trainers directly, the agents can also learn via
implicit interactive methods.
Implicit interaction methods reduce the learning cost of human trainers who can directly participate in training the
agents without special learning. At the same time, a more natural interaction way makes human trainers less fatigued.
There are many implicit interactive methods that have been proposed recently. For example, feedback can be based on
natural language, facial expressions, emotions, gestures and actions, and the integration of multiple natural interactive
methods. Ideally, humans could train the agent as naturally as interacting with humans in the real world. Below, we
summarise some of the most popular implicit interactive methods.
Gestural Feedback. Gestures are sometimes considered to be a human unconscious communication. It is also considered
to be an effective way that can complement other communication forms, and it is even more useful than other
communication methods for users who are speech- or hearing-impaired. For example, Voyles and Khosla proposed a
framework which can train robots by imitating human gesture [71]. Moon et al. introduced a method of using gestures
to command the agent to learn to control a wheelchair [50]. These methods are very friendly to human trainers and do
not require special training from them.
Facial Feedback. Li et al. trained a mapping model that can map implicit emotions to different explicit feedback
data. Facial expressions were marked with different types of feedback in advance, such as 1 for “happy”, 0 or -1 for
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“sadness” [40]. Based on this work, Gadanho introduced a facial feedback reinforcement learning method, which is
based on an emotion recognition system. The system can learn to decide when to change or reinforce its behaviour
with Q-learning by identifying human emotions [16]. Arakawa et al. introduced the DQN-TAMER model, where an
agent can obtain facial expressions from a camera, and then use the facial expression data to map different emotions as
implicit rewards to improve the learning efficiency [3]. Veeriah et al. proposed a method where the agent can analyse
human facial features from photos obtained by the camera to get additional rewards. This way, the agent can quickly
adapt to the user’s face changes to complete the task [20]. One of the limitations of this kind of methods is that human
facial expressions can represent less meaning, and there may be a delay in the conversion of machine recognition
expressions into feedback.
Natural Language Feedback. Compared with facial expression and gestural tracking feedback methods, the feedback
based on natural language makes it easier to convert the token vector of the sentence into quantitative feedback. Natural
language feedback can be transformed and applied in different parts of reinforcement learning, such as rewards, values
and policies. Goyal et al. introduced the LEARN (LanguagE-Action Reward Network) method, which is a reward shaping
method [21]. In the state-action space of the task, if most of the reward signals are 0s, we call it the sparsity of rewards.
Sparse rewards may cause the algorithm to converge slowly. Agents need to interact with the environment several
times and learn from a large number of samples to reach an optimal solution. One way to solve this problem is to give
the agent an additional reward beyond the reward function when the agent takes a right step toward the goal. This
process is called reward shaping. Maclin and Shavlik proposed RATLE (Reinforcement and Advice, Consulting Learning
Environment) [47]. In this framework, the agent can translate human natural language suggestions into feedback for
the Q-value function to accelerate the learning process. Kuhlmann proposed a method based on transforming natural
language suggestions into an algorithm-understandable formal language to optimise the learning policy [36]. In addition
to the above methods of transforming into different parts of the algorithm, natural language can also directly guide the
agent’s policy of learning. For example, Williams et al. proposed an object-oriented Markov Decision Process (MDP)
framework which can map the natural language to rewards feedback [75].
4.3 Multi-modal Feedback
The research above is focused on a single input interaction method. However, in daily human-human interactions,
multi-modal interactions are more common and efficient. Multi-mode communication has the following advantages.
First, when a single-mode piece of information is disturbed by noise or occlusion, other modes could be used as
information supplements. Second, when multi-modal interaction is available, it could improve the robustness and
reliability of communication. Quek et al. introduced a framework for analysing the mutual support of language and
accompanying gestures [53]. Cruz et al. proposed a dynamic multi-modal audiovisual interaction framework to allow
humans to provide feedback via voices and gestures [74]. Griffith et al. [22] introduced a multi-modal interaction
method based on hand gesture and speech recognition system, which was limited to operating geometric objects on
maps. Weber et al. [74] developed a dynamic audiovisual integration method to allow humans to provide information
via natural language and gestures. In the above experiments, multi-mode interactions generally performed better than
single-mode interactions. Most of the current multi-mode interactions only stay in the combination of two modes, such
as any two of voice, gesture, sound and vision. One of the problems of the above multi-modal methods is that they
cannot combine different human feedback well. How to find a better way for humans to directly interact with agents
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using multiple methods at the same time still needs a lot of explorations. These multi-mode interactive methods can be
combined in more forms in the future to develop suitable human-AI cooperation for more scenarios.
Some studies take into account the impact of human fatigue caused by increased training time on the quantity
and quality of feedback. As the training time increases, human trainers feel fatigued, thereby reducing the amount
of feedback and so the quality of feedback may also decrease [27], [23]. Methods for motivating human trainers to
increase interaction enthusiasm with gamification were proposed; such methods have shown to be able to alleviate
human trainers’ fatigue and improve their efficiency effectively [39].
5 ALGORITHMIC MODELS
In the previous section, we analysed how humans deliver feedback to agents. In this section, we classify algorithmic
models based on how agents receive human’s feedback.
Reward-based Methods. Reward-based methods accelerate the learning process by adjusting the reward that the agent
receives from the environment. Concretely, after the agent receives feedback from the environment, humans could
scale up or down the rewards based on their knowledge, which can accelerate the learning process [4]. Thomaz and
Breazeal proposed a method for non-expert human trainers. These trainers were able to give a positive or a negative
numerical reward to the agent to modify its next action. If the agent received a negative feedback, it would try to
withdraw the last action to get a better score [67]. Knox and Stone first introduced the TAMER algorithm, which uses
human demonstration as input to guide the agent to perform better [34]. Based on the TAMER method, Riku et al.
introduced a framework which combines the deep learning method and TAMER, named DQN-TAMER, where rewards
were shaped by the human’s numerical binary feedback and environments [4].
Reward-based Methods can effectively accelerate the learning process in an environment with sparse rewards,
but there are also problems, as follows. The first problem is "credit allocation", particularly in a rapidly changing
environment, where humans may be too slow to provide feedback in time. Therefore, how to map human rewards to
corresponding actions remains the limiting factor of this method. The second problem is "reward hacking", where the
agent may achieve the greatest rewards through methods that are not expected by humans [6].
Policy-based Methods. Policy-based methods modify the learning policy of the agent action process to encourage the
action to fit what the human trainers expect [6]. At present, the method that uses human critique for state and action
pairs as input to shape agent policy is widely accepted. Griffith et al. proposed an optimal policy method based on
human feedback, a Bayesian method that takes critiques for each state and action pair as input [22]. MacGlashan et al.
proposed a Convergent Actor-Critic method, COACH (COrrective Advice Communicated by Humans). This framework
allows non-experts to use numerical binary feedback to formulate policies through corrective suggestions [46]. Dilip et
al. proposed a deep COACH method based on the original COACH, which uses raw pixels as input to train the agent’s
policy. The authors argued that the use of highly representative inputs facilitates the application of the algorithm in
more complex environments [5].
Compared with reward-based methods, the advantage of policy-based methods is that they do not require specific
feedback from humans to agents. Nevertheless, humans need to know which strategy may be the best to help the agent.
This may have higher requirements for the prior knowledge of human trainers.
Value Function based Methods. The value function based method is to estimate future rewards to get the largest
reward possible at the end of the task by using human knowledge [6]. Value function based methods combine the value
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representing human preference with the value obtained by the agent from the environment to promote the learning
process. Matthew et al. proposed a method that combines human preference and agent value called Human-Agent
Transfer (HAT) [62]. The algorithm generates a strategy from recorded human trainer preferences, and then uses this
strategy to shape the Q-value function. This shaping process provides a stable reward for the state-action pair in the
Q-learning process. Brys et al. proposed a method that uses human demonstrations as input for a value named RLfD.
This method generates a Gaussian function by human demonstration to guide the exploration process of the Q(_)
algorithm [42].
At present, though the value function method is likely to be an effective method to minimise human feedback, there
are still only very few studies based on the it.
Exploration Process based Methods. Reinforcement learning is a method in which an agent needs to continuously
interact with the environment and complete tasks based on rewards. This means that the agent needs to perform actions
that it has not tried before. This process is called an exploration process. In exploration process based methods, humans
can reduce agent errors and unnecessary attempts based on their knowledge to improve efficiency [4]. Exploration
process based methods aim to minimise the action space by injecting prior human knowledge to guide the agent’s
exploration to improve learning efficiency. Thomaz and Breazeal conducted an experiment in the game Sophie’s Kitchen
to evaluate human guidance that helps the agent minimise its action space to accelerate learning efficiency [65]. The
results show that human prior knowledge can effectively help the agent reduce low utility attempts, which is more
efficient than using scalar reward functions [64]. These methods are considered effective, but they generally need to be
trained by humans and this training process requires a lot of professional knowledge and participation.
In general, collaborative reinforcement learning has shown great potential in improving the efficiency of decision-
making tasks. However, how to build the environment models, in which humans interact with agents, is a strong
limitation. These models should not only consider the effectiveness and efficiency of the interactive methods, but also
consider the interpretability, accountability, and possible ethical issues in decision-making. Therefore, in the following
sections, we refer to the literature on the pattern of human-machine relations in the engineering field, and propose
guidance for the future development of collaborative reinforcement learning methods.
6 HUMAN-AI COOPERATION DESIGN PATTERN
Human-AI cooperation design pattern provides an efficient and reusable solution to designing human-AI collaborative
systems [14]. Reliable design patterns could improve the quality, reusability and maintainability of these systems. In this
article, we collected the most recognised design patterns in the literature of human-machine cooperation for researchers
and designers. We hope it could inspire the design of human-AI cooperative systems.
Compared with human-AI cooperation, human-machine cooperation has long been a concern of researchers. In
the early stages of the development of human-machine interactions, domain experts believed that the cooperation
between humans and machines was a physical, lower-level type of cooperation [55]. That is, humans only used tools
through physical contact, without feedback from machines to humans, which was a kind of unidirectional interaction.
After decades of development, there are several recognised human-machine cooperation design patterns, which we
summarise as follows:
10
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6.1 CSE Pattern
Hollnagel and Woods proposed Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE), which operates at the level of cognitive functions
[24]. CES introduces a new cooperation framework for human-machine cooperation, where machines use knowledge or
the information provided by humans in planning and exploring. This engineering method proposes that the cooperation
between humans and machines is at a conscious level of communication. The first mode is the perception mode, which
means that the machine is used as a sensory extension to interfere with human activities.
The main challenge at this level is to find appropriate interactive methods to optimise human information processing.
CSE was the first framework that was proposed to consider the information exchange relationship between humans
and machines. However, it is limited to only considering simple and low-level communications, and does not consider
the complex problems and environments.
6.2 Bosch and Bronkhorst’s Pattern
Bosch and Bronkhorst defined three levels of Human-AI Cooperation: 1) unidirectional interaction, i.e. either humans
help machines or machines provide explanations to humans; 2) bi-directional interaction, and 3) collaboration between
humans and machines [68]. The vast majority of the currently existing methods have been focused on only the first
level.
The contribution of this framework is to consider the directions of the collaboration between humans and machines;
that is, which role is the subject of the task, and which role assists the other subject. It is conducive to build more
efficient communication methods. For example, if it is a human-centred framework, more considerations should be given
in terms of how to transform ’machine language’ such that humans can better understand; if it is a machine-centred
framework, more considerations should be given in terms of what knowledge of humans could improve the efficiency
of machines.
6.3 Coactive Design Pattern
Johnsonet al. proposed a Coactive design pattern in human-AI joint activities. In the Coactive Design approach, they
experimented with a cooperation system following the perspective of observability, predictability and directability [28].
Observability concerns the ability of both robots (or AI agents) and humans to observe each other’s pertinent aspects of
status, as well as the knowledge of the team, tasks and the environment. Predictability means that the actions of both
robots (or AI agents) and humans can be predicted such that they can rely on each other’s actions to perform their own
actions. Directability refers to the ability of both robots (or AI agents) and humans to direct each other’s behaviour in a
complementary manner.
This framework is similar to the Bosch and Bronkhorst’s framework, taking into account the direction of interactions
and dividing it into different levels. However, it is limited due to the lack of robustness and security considerations.
6.4 Schmidt’ s Pattern
Schmidt believes that cooperation should be oriented to different needs, serve different functions, and choose different
forms according to different requirements. Cooperation can be summarised into the following: 1) the augmentative
level: one role in the partnership (human or AI agent) helps the other perform tasks; 2) the integrative level: both sides
of the team share information and assist each other to complete tasks together; and 3) the debative level: tasks are
completed through debate and negotiation between humans and AI agents especially when facing complex issues [79].
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Not only does this framework consider the information exchange direction in the collaboration, but it also considers
different levels of cooperation, as well as the robustness, security and possible ethical issues.
7 DIFFERENT LEVELS OF COLLABORATION
The above patterns frame the modes of human-AI cooperation from different perspectives. At the same time, they are
very similar in terms of compartmentalising the cooperation modes or methods, i.e. into single-direction assistance,
bi-directional cooperation and higher-stage fused cooperation. In this survey, we adopt a fusion viewpoint that combines
interactive methods and design patterns based on Schmidt’s cooperation pattern to classify the current collaborative
reinforcement learning techniques. Schmidt’s model is divided into three levels: augmentative level, integrative level
and debative level. We drew a pyramid model based on Schmidt’s model (see Figure 3). In the following sub-sections,
we list the methods that have emerged at each level and the issues that should be considered. We also discuss the






Fig. 3. Different levels of collaboration
7.1 Augmentative Level Cooperation
Cooperation at the augmentative level means that one partner is to compensate for the other’s limitations [55]. AI has
shown great potential in large-scale data processing with clear rules and has made great progress in fields such as
digital image recognition [7], natural language processing [72], among others. Nevertheless, in a complex ambiguous
environment, the performance of AI is still far behind humans. The methods proposed by the community in the
augmentative level are mainly divided into two types. First, AI plays the main role of decision-making, and human
assists AI to improve computing efficiency. In this case, humans use prior knowledge to help the agents specify the
state space and get rewards efficiently from the complex environment. Secondly, humans play the main role in decision-
making, and AI assists humans in decision making. In this case, the agents provide explanations or assistance to help a
human make decisions faster in a simple environment. At the sub-level of humans helping AI agents improve efficiency,
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we will classify how they communicate based on which part of the algorithm humans’ help can be injected. At the
sub-level of AI agents helping humans, we mainly focus on how AI agents can inform humans why they make decisions
in a certain way.
7.1.1 Human->AI. In the task of humans assisting AI agents in decision-making, how to efficiently deliver information
to agents while reducing human fatigue is the most important consideration. At present, many Human-AI collaborative
reinforcement learning algorithms have been proposed. Here, we categorise them into explicit interaction modal,
implicit interaction modal and multi-modal methods based on different forms of interactions (detailed description in
Section 4). How to find a better way for humans to directly interact with AI agents still needs a lot of exploration.
7.1.2 AI->Human. In the task of AI agents assisting humans in decision-making, the most challenging problem is
related to interpretability. Interpretability or explainability refers to the degree to which humans can understand
the reasons for a decision-making [25]. The interpretability of AI models refers to the clarification of the internal
mechanism and the understanding of the results. The more interpretable the model, the easier it is for people to trust it
[52]. Its importance is reflected in the following aspects: in the modelling phase, interpretability can assist developers in
understanding the process, making comparisons to select different algorithms, optimising the procedure, and fine-tuning
the model; in the operation phase, AI agents can explain the internal mechanism and interpret the model results to
the decision-maker (humans). Take a decision-making recommendation model for example, before the model runs,
multiple interpretable algorithms with their respective advantages can be provided to humans to choose; and after the
model runs, the model needs to explain why it recommended a specific solution for this human.
Patterns underlying the above problems fall into the so-called eXplainable AI (XAI) field, which is widely acknowl-
edged as crucial for the practical deployment of AI models. XAI is an initiative originated by DARPA in 2016 [1]. The
main goal was the production of machine learning models, which, using appropriate explanation techniques, will enable
humans to understand better and ultimately trust the model’s process and results. Two types of explainability are
generally proposed in the literature: 1) transparent models, that are embedded inside the operation of the AI algorithms
leading to explainability by design, applied to simpler AI algorithms with less accurate results; and 2) post-hoc models,
performed after AI algorithms run. This kind of methods is usually more efficient, but its reliability is lower than
transparent models. [77].
At present, there are a few intrinsic interpretability RL methods. Verma et al. introduced a Programmatically
Interpretable Reinforcement Learning method (PIRL) [70]. This method is an upgrade of traditional deep reinforcement
learning (DRL). In deep reinforcement learning, due to the black-box nature of neural networks, it is difficult to represent
policies. In the PIRL, an advanced human-readable programming language is introduced, to represent neural network
policies. Shu et al. introduced a hierarchical and interpretable multi-task reinforcement learning framework. In this
framework, a complex task is divided into different sub-tasks, and then a hierarchical strategy is used to complete
the learning under the ’weak supervision’ of humans. This method builds intrinsic interpretability by explaining the
relationship between different hierarchies of sub-tasks.
Compared with intrinsic interpretability RL methods, post-hoc methods are simpler in algorithm structure and more
efficient in the computing process. At present, many post-hoc methods have been proposed. For example, Liu et al.
proposed an explainable deep reinforcement learning method based on linear model U-trees [44]. This is a stochastic
gradient descent framework that explains complex models by using linear model U-trees to fit Q-functions. There is
also a Soft Decision Tree (SDT) method, which provides post-hoc explanations by extracting policies. Madumal et al.
introduced an explainable method through a causal lens. In this framework, an agent learns to play StarCraft II, a large
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dynamic space strategy game [48]. In order to generate an explanation, they simplified the entire game states to 4 basic
actions and 9 basic states, and then used these basic causal factors to construct an explanation as to why the agent
chooses action A instead of action B.
7.2 Integrative Level Cooperation
Integrative cooperation means integrating different advantages of both parties to complete a task. At this level, humans
and agents are considered to be in an interdependent relationship. The main task is divided into several sub-tasks, and
humans and agents can choose what they are good at to complete [55]. At the integrative level, the roles of human and
AI are equal in the system. The information exchange at this level is generally referred to as ’communication’ in the
literature [55].
In the following sub-sections, firstly, we summarise the communication methods in this cooperative pattern. Then,
we discuss how to make the communicating parties trust each other. On this basis, the system needs resilience to
enhance the robustness in order to better deal with the complex conditions in the real world.
7.2.1 Communication. A grand challenge of collaborative reinforcement learning is how human and AI communicate
with each other. Only if the communication is smooth, can they make decisions on the next actions following each
other’s feedback. Liang et al. proposed an implicit human-AI cooperation framework based on Gricean conversational
theory [76] to play the game Hanabi. The agent needs to cooperate with the human to win the game. In this framework,
the AI tries to understand the implied meaning of human’s natural language hints in a dialogue box [43].
Cordona-Rivera and Young proposed an AI Planning-based Gameplay Discourse Generation framework to achieve
communication between human players and the game [9]. Pablo and Markus proposed an approach to Human-AI
cooperation by planning and plan recognition [10]. Johnson et al. proposed a testbed for the joint activity. The unique
feature of this testbed is that it can be applied not only in interactive experiments for multiple agents but also in
interactive experiments between humans and agents [29]. A series of works were carried out on this testbed to study
the cooperation of humans and agents in a team. For example, Matthew et al. introduced the relationship between the
interdependence and autonomy in a human-AI system [69].
7.2.2 Trust. Based on the established communications, how to make the partners trust each other to complete the task
is also crucial. Although the community has not yet proposed a clear definition of trust between humans and agents, it
is generally regarded as a psychological state [55]. Johnson et al. proposed a Coactive Design framework for human-AI
joint activities. In their approach, the authors proposed a cooperation system following the perspective of observability,
predictability and directability [28]. Observability means that both pertinent parties can observe each other’s state and
perceive the environment. Predictability means that both partners can predict the scope of the next actions from the
other partner, and these actions are trustworthy.
7.2.3 Resilience. Resilience is another essential feature in human-AI cooperation. On the premise of communication and
mutual trust, in complex problems, with possible delays and information noise, how to establish a resilient mechanism
to make the system more robust is very important. An effective human-machine cooperation mechanism should be
able to diagnose a problem quickly and provide corrective explanations after the problem occurs so that the system can
go back to its track resiliently [28]. Zieba et al. proposed a mechanism to measure the resilience of human-machine
systems, that is, the ability to anticipate, avoid and recover from accidents to a normal state [79]. This is instructive to
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design a cooperative system, as it is necessary to consider how the system responds to emergencies and thus recovers
quickly.
7.3 Debative Level Cooperation
Debative model means that humans and agents have different opinions on the task, and they debate based on their
different knowledge and understandings, to come up with the best solution. There usually are the following requirements
for the model. First, humans and agents have a unified goal, and the realisation of the goal is the primary task. The
debate without a unified goal is meaningless for both parties. Second, both parties have insights into a problem based
on their own cognitive models and solid reason for their decision. Third, both parties can explain their decisions to
each other and communicate effectively. Communication and interpretability are the premises of the debate. Fourth,
there are clear evaluation criteria to measure the outcome from a debate to ensure an optimal result. Fifth, both parties
can learn and adjust their own knowledge after a debate to achieve better results later [55].
As knowledge-based decisions are fragile and controversial, it is necessary to debate the results [32]. In a complex and
uncertain environment, a full debate will better demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of different decisions.
Cooperation at the level of debate requires that both humans and AI agents have sufficiently high professionalism in a
specific complex field. Reinforcement learning algorithms based on this level are scarcely mentioned in the literature,
but we believe that this form of cooperation will track more attention with the advancement in this field.
Geoffrey et al. introduced a framework that enables two agents to debate with each other, and finally, a human judge
chooses whom to trust [26]. Although this framework has not yet been applied to the debate between humans and
agents, it complies with several specifications described above. In their experiment, the two agents tried to persuade
human judges to believe their judgments on the MNIST data [13]. First, the goal of the two agents were unified. Second,
the two agents have different judgments based on their own algorithmic perceptions. Third, both agents can generate
simple explanations to persuade human judges. Fourth, human judges have intuitive knowledge to make clear judgments.
This experiment is enlightening for future research, especially in human-agent and multi-agent debate cooperation.
8 FUTUREWORK RECOMMENDATIONS
Reinforcement learning seems to have reached a plateau after experiencing a rapid development. It is difficult to improve
the efficiency of AI agents in a complex environment without clear feedback. The research community has proposed
some collaborative methods to overcome these obstacles. For example, humans deliver feedback to AI agents through
hardware or sensors to improve algorithms efficiency; AI agents provide humans with explanations of decisions to
improve the credibility of algorithms. However, research in this area is only at the beginning stage, and there are many
open challenges that need to be paid attention to. In the following sections, we recommend several promising future
research directions in the field of Collaborative Reinforcement Learning (CRL).
Combining Different Interactive Methods. Develop more natural multi-feedback interactive methods by studying
the advantages and disadvantages of different interactive methods. Single interactive methods would have higher
requirements from humans and could be inefficient; whereas multi-modal interactive methods would lower interaction
barriers and improve efficiency, providing users with a better interactive experience [5].
In the design patterns mentioned above, ’Combining Different Interactive Methods’ belongs to ’Augmentative Level
Cooperation’. It is the basis for the application of cooperation technology in real-life scenarios; it also is an important
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factor to improve user experience. Therefore, researchers could work on more advanced interaction modes based on
this design concepts and applied to different scenarios.
User Modelling. It is important to build generic user models to enable the system to accept user feedback robustly.
Such models could be used to build human-AI collaboration applications that reduce human fatigue by detecting and
predicting human behaviour [6], due to their ability of adapting to interaction channels and feedback types according to
the user’s preferences. This would require empirical studies to find a way to map between user types and their preferred
interaction channels and feedback types.
In the patterns mentioned above, user modelling is one of the most important issues of ’Integrative Level Cooperation’.
Only with accurate models could humans and AI agents communicate without barriers. The ability of predicting each
other’s behaviour could generate trust. Understanding the unexpected situations that may occur for each participant
could establish a more flexible relationship and improve the entire system’s robustness. Due to the rapid development
of AI in recent years, there is still a lot of user modelling work that has not been carried out. Researchers could build AI
and user models based on the perspective of ’Integrative Level Cooperation’: communication, trust, and resilience.
Safe Interactive RL. Despite the empirical success of reinforcement learning algorithms, we have very little understand-
ing of the way such ’black-box’ models work. This means that the system cannot be responsible for their own decisions
[18]. Therefore, how to establish a mechanism to protect human safety and avoid unknown discrimination becomes
very important. Solving this problem is crucial for the use of interactive reinforcement learning in high-dimensional
environments in the real world.
In the patterns mentioned above, safe interactive RL is an important issue for the ’Integrative Level Cooperation’
and the ’Debative Level Cooperation’. In terms of Integrative Level Cooperation, how to ensure the safety of humans is
one of the key factors for humans to trust AI. In terms of Debative level Cooperation, when the decisions of humans
and AI agents are inconsistent, how to protect the interests is not only an engineering issue, but also an ethical issue.
This issue requires the joint efforts of multiple disciplines such as law, sociology, and ethics.
Dynamic Mental Models. The cooperative model requires a dynamic mental model from both humans and AI agents,
as they constantly observe and learn about each other. It also needs to update strategies immediately during the learning
process [15]. With the increase of cooperation experience, it would be useful to inject experience into the new learning
process. At this stage, the implicit human prior knowledge needs to be gradually transformed into explicit experience
guidelines to future tasks. Therefore, establishing a dynamic mental model may greatly promote the development of
human-AI cooperation.
In the patterns mentioned above, dynamic mental models are critical to the three levels, making dynamic adjustments
according to different collaboration levels, which has a great effect on reducing power consumption and improving
efficiency [56]. This is a huge challenge for researchers. Researchers could design general dynamic mental models
according to the taxonomy we provide.
9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a survey of Collaborative Reinforcement Learning (Collaborative RL, or CRL) to empower
the research into human-AI interactions and cooperative designs. We also have provided a new CRL classification
method (see Table 1) and a new CRL taxonomy (see Figure 2) as a systematic modelling tool for selecting and improving
new CRL designs. Despite the great progress made in the field of machine learning, there are still many challenges
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that need to be addressed before a generic collaborative model is proposed. To conclude, in recent works, many new
interactive methods have been introduced, such as the multi-mode that combines voice, gesture, sound and vision.
Many cooperative patterns based on different disciplines have also been proposed, such as mental models based on
cognitive engineering and psychological modeling. Through this survey, we provide researchers and practitioners with
the tools to start improving and creating new designs for CRL methods.
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